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Royal Bobbles' Albert Einstein™ Bobblehead is "Pure Genius!"
By Warren Royal
Dated: Feb 08, 2012

Royal Bobbles announces the availability of its new officially licensed Albert Einstein™ premium
bobblehead collectible.
Royal Bobbles is a quantum leap ahead of the competition with the latest release in its Historic
Bobbleheads line — the Father of Modern Physics, Albert Einstein. This oversized, limited-edition model
crafted in high-quality resin is currently available online at http://RoyalBobbles.com.
Royal Bobbles utilizes only American Master Sculptors, which allows them to capture Einstein’s likeness
in stunning detail, right down to his pipe, wrinkles and iconic white hair. You’ll be tempted to discuss the
Theory of Relativity with him; he’s so lifelike!
The Albert Einstein™ bobblehead is shipped in a stunning, full-color package designed in the U.S.A.,
which includes biographical information and entertaining “Did You Know?” fun facts about Time
magazine’s “Person of the Century.”
“We feel strongly that our bobbleheads not only entertain, but ignite the flame of curiosity and encourage a
better understanding about the important contributions those historic figures have made,” said Warren
Royal, founder of Royal Bobbles.
“We are honored that the Hebrew University of Jerusalem has granted us the opportunity to produce the
Albert Einstein Bobblehead,” said Royal. “The Hebrew University of Jerusalem is rightly very selective
about the products which they authorize, and the outstanding quality of our product line was a major factor
in their decision to work with us on this exciting new venture.”
Because of their unmatched craftsmanship and attention to detail, the Royal Bobbles line of premium
quality bobbleheads can be found at many of the leading Historical Museums and Institutions throughout
the Country. To learn more about the Albert Einstein™ bobblehead or to see their complete product line
visit: http://www.royalbobbles.com.
About Royal Bobbles
Royal Bobbles, LLC is a premium bobblehead manufacturing company specializing in exquisite historic
figures whose products are featured in such prestigious and well respected historical sites such as the White
House Gift Store, the Library of Congress, the Old South Meeting House, and the John Adams National
Historic Park. Royal Bobbles products have also been featured on television shows such as “Meet the
Press,” “The Today Show,” and “Glenn Beck,” and in magazines such as Kiplinger’s and Fast Company.
With unparalleled quality, craftsmanship, and attention to detail, Royal Bobbles is a natural choice for other
such high-profile licenses including: John Wayne, Chick Fil-A, Alfred Hitchcock, American Pickers,
Martin Luther King Jr., George S. Patton, and Smokey Bear.
About Albert Einstein
Albert Einstein was born in Ulm, Germany on March 14, 1879. As a child, Einstein revealed an
extraordinary curiosity for understanding the mysteries of science (started only at age 10/11). In 1905,
while working as a patent clerk in Bern, Switzerland, the young physicist Einstein obtained his Doctorate
degree and published four of his most influential research papers, including the Special Theory of
Relativity. In that, the now world famous equation "e = mc2" unlocked mysteries of the Universe
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theretofore unknown. Ten years later, in 1915, Einstein completed his General Theory of Relativity and in
1922 he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics. It also launched him to international superstardom and his
name became a household word synonymous with genius all over the world. Einstein was a founder of the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem and bequeathed his intellectual property to the institution upon his death in
1955. Recognized as TIME magazine's "Person of the Century"• in 1999, Einstein's intellect, coupled with
his strong passion for social justice and dedication to pacifism, left the world with infinite knowledge and
pioneering moral leadership.
About GreenLight
GreenLight is a global media licensing, talent negotiation and rights representation consultancy providing
corporate, advertising and media clients’ access to music, film and other entertainment content and
celebrities. GreenLight works with the world’s leading advertising agencies and multinational companies to
create innovative advertising, packaging and products. GreenLight’s rights representation group manages
the personality rights of iconic personas including Albert Einstein, The Wright Brothers, Steve McQueen,
Thomas Edison and Johnny Cash. A Corbis brand, GreenLight is based in Los Angeles and serves clients in
more than 50 countries. For more information, visit http://www.greenlightrights.com.
ALBERT EINSTEIN or EINSTEIN and related rights TM/© of The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, used
under license. Represented exclusively by GreenLight
###
Royal Bobbles is a leading manufacturer of premium collectible bobblehead products. The company
specializes in products which commemorate prominent historical and political figures. Its products are sold
through dealers, gift shops, and online shops.
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